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1. What's the correct classical force on the nuclei: 
A fresh look at potential energy surfaces and 
Berry phases in the time domain 

Eberhard K. U. Gross 

Max Planck Institute of Microstructure Physics, Halle, Germany 

The coupling between electronic and nuclear motion plays a prominent role in photo-induced 

processes. In this lecture, a novel concept of time-dependent potential energy surfaces [1,2] will 

be presented. We deduce an exact factorization of the complete wavefunction into a purely nu-

clear part and a many-electron wavefunction which parametrically depends on the nuclear con-

figuration. We derive equations of motion for the nuclear and electronic wavefunctions which 

lead to the rigorous definition of time-dependent potential energy surfaces as well as time-

dependent geometric phases. With some simple examples we demonstrate the significance of 

these concepts in understanding the full electron-ion dynamics. In particular, whenever there is 

a splitting of the exact nuclear wavepacket in the vicinity of an avoided crossing, the exact time-

dependent surface shows a nearly discontinuous step, making the classical force on the nuclei 

jump from one to another adiabatic surface. This feature, which is reminiscent of Tully's method 

of surface hopping, suggests a novel mixed-quantum-classical algorithm to treat the coupled 

electron-nuclear motion. 

References: 

1. A. Abedi, N.T. Maitra, E.K.U. Gross, PRL 105, 123002 (2010). 

2. A. Abedi, N.T. Maitra, E.K.U. Gross, JCP 137, 22A530 (2012). 
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2. Ultrafast Raman loss spectroscopy: effect of 
resonant excitation and structural dynamics 

A.Y. Lakshmanna, B. Mallick and S. Umapathy 

Department of Inorganic and Physical Chemistry, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, 

560012, India 

Ultra-fast Raman Loss Spectroscopy1,2 (URLS) analogues to the femtosecond stimulated Raman 

Spectroscopy (FSRS), but more sensitive with much better signal to noise ratio and 100 % natu-

ral fluorescence rejection than FSRS. In URLS, signal detection is on the blue side (higher energy 

side) with respect to the excitation wavelength and the URLS signal appears as a loss signal, 

whereas, the gain signal is observed in FSRS. These loss signals are at least 1.5 times more in-

tense than FSRS signals. Also, the very prerequisite of the experimental protocol for signal de-

tection to be on the higher energy side by design eliminates the interference from fluorescence, 

which generally appears on the red side. Unlike CARS, URLS signals are not precluded by non-

resonant background under resonance condition and also being a self-phase matched process is 

experimentally easier. Thus, the rapid data acquisition, natural fluorescence rejection and ex-

perimental ease ascertain URLS as a unique valuable structure determining technique. In the 

first part of the talk, we present the experimental details of the URLS technique and the results 

obtained. 

On resonant excitation, the URLS signal line shapes vary from pure negative Lorentzian to posi-

tive Lorentzian through a dispersive line shape as the Raman pump wavelength is varied from 

off-resonance to the resonance. The dispersive line shapes may be due to the interference (or 

competition) of the stimulated Raman with the absorption at a particular wavelength in the 

white light (WL) probe spectrum. In the case of URLS spectra, since the spectrum under obser-

vation is in the blue region with respect to the Raman pump wavelength, imaginary part of the 

susceptibility is positive which is quite opposite to the observation on the Stokes side. This sug-

gests that maximum contribution to the overall signal comes from the absorption part as the WL 

wavelength approaches the absorption maximum of the molecular system. We have chosen cre-

syl violet perchlorate (CV), a highly fluorescent system in order to demonstrate the sensitivity of 

URLS line shapes to resonant excitation. It is apparent that the origin of dispersive line shapes is 

clearly due to the competing processes which can be easily simulated using the existing theoret-

ical models. The talk would present these results in detail. Further, an example femtosecond 

time resolved Raman loss spectroscopic studies on trans-stilbene would also be presented. 

We would like to acknowledge Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), Department 

of Science and Technology (DST) and Indian Institute of Science (IISc) for financial support. 

Reference 

1. S Umapathy, A Lakshmanna. and B. Mallick,  J. Raman Spectrosc. 40, 235-237 (2009) and 

42, 1883 (2011). 

2. S Umapathy, B Mallick and A Lakshmanna, J. Chem. Phys., 133, 24505 (2010). 
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3. Real-time wavepacket dynamics through a con-
ical intersection: the primary event of vision 

Dario Polli1, Oliver Weingart2, Richard Mathies3, Giulio Cerullo1, 

Marco Garavelli4,  

1 Dipartimento di Fisica, Politecnico di Milano, Italy 
2 Max-Planck-Institut für Kohlenforschung, Mülheim, Germany 
3 Chemistry Department, University of California, Berkeley, USA 
4 Dipartimento di Chimica, Università di Bologna, Italy. 

The conversion of the 11-cis retinal chromophore to its all-trans form in rhodopsin is the prima-

ry photochemical event in vision. The high quantum yield of 0.65 and the production of the pri-

mary ground-state photoproduct within 200-fs suggest a paradoxically fast and efficient photo-

activated one-way reaction. Rhodopsin's unique reactivity is generally attributed to a conical 

intersection between the potential energy surfaces of the ground and excited electronic states, 

enabling the efficient and ultrafast conversion of photon energy into chemical energy. But ob-

taining direct experimental evidence for the involvement of a conical intersection is challenging, 

since the energy gap between the electronic states of the reacting molecule changes significantly 

over an ultrashort timescale. Here we use ultrafast optical spectroscopy with sub-20-fs time 

resolution and broad spectral coverage from visible to infrared to follow rhodopsin isomerisa-

tion in real time. We track coherent wave-packet motion from the photoexcited Franck–Condon 

region to the photoproduct by monitoring the loss of reactant emission and the subsequent ap-

pearance of photoproduct absorption, and find excellent agreement between the experimental 

observations and molecular dynamics calculations that involve a true electronic states crossing. 

Taken together, these findings provide compelling evidence for the existence and importance of 

conical intersections in visual photochemistry. 

When probing the 9-cis analog isorhodopsin, the scenario changes completely: we find a branch-

ing in two competitive deactivation paths, involving two different conical intersection funnels: 

the first is rapidly accessed (within 160-fs), but is unproductive (i.e., it does not lead to 

bathorodopsin); the second is accessed later (within 280-fs), but is the only one able to pro-

duce bathorodopsin, although on longer times than in rhodopsin (within 600-fs). This path 

branching explains the strongly non-exponential decay of the stimulated emission and is the 

reason for the reduced quantum yield and slower isomerization rate in isorhodopsin. 
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4. Computational studies of the photoinduced 
homolytic dissociation of water in hydrogen-
bonded chromophore-water complexes 

Wolfgang Domckea, Andrzej L. Sobolewskib, Xiaojun Liua,c and Raffaele 

Borrellid 
 

a Department of Chemistry, Technical University of Munich, D-85747 Garching, Germany  
b Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences, PL-02668 Warsaw, Poland  
c Key Laboratory of Luminescence and Optical Information, Ministry of Education, and Insti-

tute of Optoelectronic Technology, Beijing Jiaotong University, Beijing 100044, PR China  
dDepartment of Agricultural, Foresty and Food Science, University of Torino, I-10095  

Grugliasco, Italy 

This talk gives a survey of our search for simple organic or organometallic chromophores which 

could serve as catalyzers for the direct homolytic splitting of water by light. The ideal photocata-

lyzer, say A, is a strong absorber in the visible range of the spectrum, exhibits a sufficiently long 

excited-state lifetime and is a  strong photobase, that is, it is able to abstract a hydrogen atom 

from a water molecule in its excited electronic state, resulting in  the AH• and OH• radicals in 

their electronic ground states. If the H• radical can be detached from the AH• radical by the ab-

sorption of an additional photon, the chromophore A is recovered and a water molecule has 

been split into OH• and H• radicals. Alternatively, the hypervalent AH• radical may be used to 

reduce carbon dioxide to formic acid or methanol by exothermic and barrierless radical-

molecule or radical-radical reactions. The concepts of this simple and direct approach to solar 

water splitting and carbon dioxide reduction are illustrated by the calculation of excited-state 

reaction paths for electron/proton transfer, conical intersections and reaction barriers for hy-

drogen-bonded chromophore-water clusters with state-of-the-art ab initio electronic-structure 

methods. 
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5. Unraveling excited state localization and decay 
in single- and double-stranded nucleic acids 

Bern Kohler 

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Montana State University, USA 

DNA has remarkable and unexpected photophysical properties that are only now coming into 

focus. Excited states of single DNA and RNA bases decay by internal conversion to the electronic 

ground state on a subpicosecond time scale. Surprisingly, excited states in single- and double-

stranded DNAs frequently decay orders of magnitude more slowly. The nature and spatial ex-

tent of excited states in DNA and RNA base multimers is still uncertain and the subject of on-

going experimental and theoretical efforts. Long-lived excited states  have now been detected in 

a wide variety of DNA and RNA model systems ranging from simple dinucleosides to single and 

multi-strands with significant base-sequence disorder and diverse helix conformations. I will 

present results from recent femtosecond pump-probe experiments that illustrate emerging in-

sights into how base sequence, helical conformation, pi stacking, and base pairing govern excit-

ed-state decay. 

  

Funding from the National Science Foundation is gratefully acknowledged (CHE-1112560). 
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6. Towards the happy marriage of correlated elec-
tronic structure and open quantum systems 
theory: The correlated polaron theory 

Alan Aspuru Guzik  

Harvard University, Massachusetts, USA 

http://aspuru.chem.harvard.edu, aspuru@chemistry.harvard.edu 

For the study of excitation energy transfer in biological systems, it is crucial to have realistic 

models that incorporate as many physical effects. The reason for this is that the convergence of 

energy and time-scales is important for robust energy transfer. Environment-assisted quantum 

transport and Seth Lloyd's quantum goldilocks principle require good models for accurate simu-

lations and comparison to experiment. Historically, two different communities have worked on 

the electronic structure problem and the quantum dynamics problems from a separate perspec-

tive. Even nowadays, most people that do on-the-fly dynamics simulations employ classical tra-

jectories as their model. We looked at the problem of a system interacting with a vibrational 

bath, which is a relatively "old" and established approach and married it to modern correlated 

electronic structure theory. The reference system is an uncorrelated and uncoupled electronic 

system to which we add together both electron correlation and system-bath interactions at the 

same time. This results in a theory that can describe excitonic energy transfer but yet goes be-

yond the traditional "toy-model" systems of tight-binding Hamiltonians that many of us have 

used in the past to describe photosynthesis. I will describe our correlated polaron theory and 

improvements to make it more computationally efficient. We are striving for a full "ab-initio" 

workflow to study excitonic energy transfer that employs this theory. I will describe progress 

towards this effect. 

Reference: 

1. John A. Parkhill, Thomas Markovich, David G. Tempel, and Alán Aspuru-Guzik. A corre-

lated-polaron electronic propagator: Open electronic dynamics beyond the Born-

Oppenheimer approximation. Journal of Chemical Physics 137, no. 22 (2012): 22A547. 

 

  

http://aspuru.chem.harvard.edu/
javascript:_e(%7b%7d,%20'cvml',%20'aspuru@chemistry.harvard.edu');
http://jcp.aip.org/resource/1/jcpsa6/v137/i22/p22A547_s1
http://jcp.aip.org/resource/1/jcpsa6/v137/i22/p22A547_s1
http://jcp.aip.org/resource/1/jcpsa6/v137/i22/p22A547_s1
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7. Excitonic effects in molecular electronics and 
molecular plasmonics 

Abraham Nitzan 

Tel Aviv University, Israel 

 

This talk will be a progress report on three problems currently under study in our group: (a) 

The coupling of exciton and electron transfer in molecular junctions[1,2] (b) The coupling of 

exciton and plasmons in composite dye molecules/metal particle systems[3] and (c) Perfor-

mance analysis in a simple model for exciton induced charge separation in heterojunction or-

ganic photovoltaic cells.[4] 

1. G. Li, B. D. Fainberg, A. Nitzan, S. Kohler and Peter Hänggi, Phys. Rev. B 81, 

165310(2010) 

2. G. Li, M. S. Shishodia, B. D. Fainberg,B. Apter, M. Oren, A. Nitzan, M. A. Ratner, Nano Lett. 

2012, 12, 2228–2232 

3. M. Sukharev and A. Nitzan, Phys. Rev. A 84, 043802 (2011). 

4. M. Einax, M. Dierl and A. Nitzan, J. Phys. Chem. C, 115, 21396–21401 (2011). 
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8. Magnetically sensitive light-induced reactions 
in cryptochromes 

Kiminori Maeda1, Kevin B. Henbest1, Simon R. T. Neil2, Hannah J Hog-

ben2, Till Biskup2, Margaret Ahmad4, Erik Schleicher3, Stefan Weber3,  

Stuart R. Mackenzie2, Christiane R. Timmel1, P. J. Hore2 

1Centre for Advanced Electron Spin Resonance & Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory, Universi-

ty of Oxford. 
2Physical and Theoretical Chemistry Laboratory, University of Oxford. 
3Institut für Physikalische Chemie, Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg. 
4Université Paris VI 

E-mail:kiminori.maeda@chem.ox.ac.uk 

Blue light photo-receptor proteins, in particular cryptochromes, have received attention recent-

ly as the most likely magnetoreceptors in the avian magnetic compass and as potential media-

tors of biological effects of extremely low frequency electromagnetic fields. However, much of 

the evidence that supports the ‘cryptochrome hypothesis’ is indirect or circumstantial. Here, we 

describe recent in vitro spectroscopic studies of the effects of applied magnetic fields on photo-

chemically formed radicals in cryptochrome/photolyase family proteins. 

1) Magnetic field effects (MFEs) on Arabidopsis thaliana cryptochrome and E. coli photoly-

ase using transient absorption laser flash photolysis [1,2]. We demonstrate that the 

magnetic sensitivity of these proteins is consistent with the radical pair mechanism and 

argue that cryptochrome is fit for purpose as a chemical magnetoreceptor. 

2) Development of novel cavity-based methods for measuring MFEs: cavity-enhanced ab-

sorption spectroscopy and cavity ring-down spectroscopy [3,4]. The powerful capabili-

ties of these techniques, which include sub-microsecond time-resolution, high sensitivity 

and small (μL) sample volumes, have the potential to allow studies of the magnetic sen-

sitivity of highly dilute samples of biomolecules.  

This work was funded in part by the EMF Biological Research Trust and DARPA. 
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10. The good vibrations of membrane protein ac-
tion 

Joachim Heberle 

Freie Universität Berlin, Experimental Molecular Biophysics, Arnimallee 14, 14195 Berlin  

Membrane proteins are the target of more than 50% of all drugs and are encoded by about 30% 

of the human genome. Electrophysiological techniques, like patch-clamp, unravelled many func-

tional aspects of membrane proteins but suffer from structural sensitivity. We have developed 

Surface Enhanced Infrared Difference Absorption Spectroscopy (SEIDAS) to probe potential-

induced structural changes of a protein on the level of a monolayer1,2. A novel concept is intro-

duced to incorporate membrane proteins into solid supported lipid bilayers in an orientated 

manner via the affinity of the His-tag to the Ni-NTA terminated gold surface3. General applica-

bility of the methodological approach is shown by tethering photosystem II to the gold surface4. 

In conjunction with hydrogenase, the basis is set towards a biomimetic system for H2-

production5. Recently, we succeeded to record IR difference spectra of a monolayer of sensory 

rhodopsin II under voltage-clamp conditions6. This approach opens an avenue towards mecha-

nistic studies of voltage-gated ion channels with unprecedented structural and temporal sensi-

tivity.  

Vibrational spectroscopic studies on the novel light-gated channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) will be 

presented. ChR2 represents a versatile tool in the new field of optogenetics where physiological 

reactions are controlled by light. We have followed the structural changes of ChR2 by static 7 

and time-resolved FT-IR spectroscopy and identified internal proton transfer reactions involv-

ing aspartate and glutamate residues. As the resolved protonation changes transiently alter the 

electrostatics and H-bonding networks within the protein, we infer that they represent the 

missing mechanistic link between retinal photo-isomerization and channel gating. 
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11. Light-induced activation mechanism of retinal 
proteins 

Mordechai Sheves 

Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovoth, Israel  

Retinal proteins serve as photoreceptors and are found in lower and higher organisms. They 

play a key role in signal transduction by signaling the presence and characteristics of ambient 

light and triggering important concomitant functions. These systems are associated with a wide 

range of light-induced biological functions such as vision (rhodopsin- Rho),proton-pump driven 

photosynthesis (bacteriorhodopsin- bR), chloride-pump (halorhodopsin-hR), and phototaxis 

(sensory rhodopsin- SRI and SRII).Recently photoactive proton pumps (Proteorhodopsins-PRs) 

were found also in the Pacific and the Southern Oceans .    

It is widely assumed that isomerization around the retinal chromophore double bond is a pre-

requisite for all light induced conformational changes in retinal proteins.  Following light ab-

sorption, the retinal chromophore of bacteriorhodospin experiences a very large dipolar chang-

es in the vertically excited state.  This light-induced dipole is at least 50% larger than that of the 

retinal chromophore in films or in solution. Formation of the excited state leads to highly effi-

cient and specific double bond isomerization process, which initiates the pigment photocycle.  

We have studied the origin of the protein effect on the light-induced dipole and the photochemi-

cal isomerization using artificial bacteriorhodopsin pigments derived from synthetic retinal 

analogs, and Tryptophans modified pigments.  The studies demonstrated a significant influence 

of a protein domain in the vicinity of the retinal ionone ring on the induced dipole and the effi-

ciency of the isomerization process. Fluoro-Tryptophans incorporated into the protein as well 

as substitution of a specific Tryptophan residue in the ring vicinity significantly lower the quan-

tum yield of the isomerization process. We have detected protein conformation alterations in 

retinal-based bR pigments following light absorption, even when isomerization around the dou-

ble bond is prevented by a rigid ring structure. We detected protein conformational changes by 

monitoring the rates of reduction-oxidation of covalently attached spin label, in the dark and 

under light irradiation.  Moreover, we have shown that isomerization of the retinal chromo-

phore is prevented if light induced dipole is eliminated.   
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12. Dramatically enhanced photo induced process-
es within porous silicon 

Gil Toker and Micha Asscher 

Department of Chemistry, The Hebrew University, Edmond J. Safra Campus - Givat Ram Je-

rusalem 91904 Israel 

Photo induced desorption (PID) of weakly bound adsorbates (Xe, CO and N2O) from flat and po-

rous silicon (PSi) samples were examined. Unusually large cross sections (up to 2x10-15 cm2 for 

193nm irradiation1, the largest PID cross section from solid substrates reported so far, to the 

best of our knowledge) were found for adsorbates on inner pore surfaces. Adsorbates on the top 

surface or on flat surfaces were not depleted under the same conditions, consistent with litera-

ture values2- 4 for their PID cross sections of 10-20-10-18 cm2. The wavelength, fluence and mor-

phology dependence rule out laser induced thermal desorption. Enhanced lifetime of the exciton 

(transient negative adsorbate- localized hole at PSi nano tip) due to the low mobility of holes in 

PSi5 is suggested as an explanation to the dramatic photoyield enhancement and unique selec-

tivity in this system. These results imply that PSi may play a significant role in energy related 

applications in the fields of photochemistry and photovoltaics. 
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13. Insight into the photoisomerization mecha-
nism of retinal proteins by QM/MM molecular 
dynamics simulations 

Igor Schapiro1*, Massimo Olivucci1,2 

1Chemistry Department, Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio, United 

States. 
2Dipartimento di Chimica, Universit degli Studi di Siena, Siena, Italy. 

*Present address: Max Planck Institute for Chemical Energy Conversion, Muelheim an der 

Ruhr, Germany. 

The primary event of vision in the vertebrate eye is the highly selective and efficient photoisom-

erization of 11-cis-retinal protonated Schiff base (pSb) bound to the visual protein rhodopsin 

(Rh). With its high selectivity and efficiency (65% quantum yield), and the formation of the first 

photoproduct within 200 fs, this photoreaction is considered the archetype of a chemical reac-

tion optimized by nature to achieve a specific molecular response. 

Several mechanisms such as the bicycle-pedal(1), hula-twist(2), crankshaft-motion(3) and fold-

ing-table(4) have been suggested in the past to explain the ultrafast photoreaction in the con-

fined space. We resolve the isomerization mechanism for the chromophore in rhodopsin(5) by 

means of combined ab initio multiconfigurational QM/MM molecular dynamics simulations at 

the CASPT2/CASSCF//AMBER level of theory. In addition, stereo-electronic factors were found 

to determine the outcome of the photo-isomerization. 
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14. Photoinduced events in retinal systems: a 
computational perspective  

Marco Garavelli 

Laboratoire de Chimie, LR6, Ecole Normale Superiére de Lyon, 46 allée d'Italie, 69364 Lyon 

cedex 07, France; Dipartimento di Chimica ‘‘G. Ciamician’’, Università di Bologna, Via Selmi 

2, 40126 Bologna, Italy. e-mail: marco.garavelli@ens-lyon.fr; marco.garavelli@unibo.it 

Visual perception is one of the most fascinating processes devised by nature. Through ultrafast 

(200 fs) photoinduced stereoselective isomerisation of its 11-cis retinal chromophore, the visu-

al protein rhodopsin (Rh) converts the energy of a single photon into chemical energy with re-

markable efficiency (65% quantum yield). This paradoxically fast and efficient but one-way 

photoactivated reaction calls for a primary event that is mediated by a strongly “peaked” conical 

intersection (CI) [1-2]. However, isorhodopsin (isoRh), a visual pigment analog containing a 9-

cis retinal chromophore, isomerizes around the 9=10 double bond with a surprisingly lower 

quantum yield (22%) and slower rate [3], suggesting a different topography in its excited state 

and/or S1/S0 crossing seam. Thus, Rh and isoRh appear as the ideal systems to study and ad-

dress how the excited state topography affects the photoisomerization efficiency and the dy-

namics of transitions between electronic states at CIs. 

In this talk we compare the photophysical and photochemical behaviour of retinal chromo-

phores in the gas phase and within the visual rhodopsin proteins (Rh and isoRh), providing a 

review of the latest achievements in this field and next forthcoming challenges. A hybrid 

QM(CASSCF)/MM(Amber) approach to compare the CI dynamics of Rh with that of isoRh is em-

ployed. In agreement with the experiments, we find a longer excited state lifetime in isoRh with 

pulsed stimulated emission decay and photoproduct formation. A mechanistic interpretation is 

provided. 
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15. Dimensionality Matters: Dimensionality Effects 
on Optoelctronic Behavior of Semiconductor 
Nanocrystals 

Uri Banin 

Institute of Chemistry and the Center for Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, the Hebrew 

University of Jerusalem, Israel; Banin@chem.ch.huji.ac.il 

Studying the transition of properties of nanostructures as they develop from the zero-

dimensional to the one-dimensional regime is significant for unveiling the modifications that 

occur in the electronic structure of the particle as its length to width aspect ratio is increased. 

Such understanding can lead to better design and control of the particle properties, with rele-

vance for a wide range of technological applications. The ongoing improvements in the control 

of shape and morphology of nanoparticles in colloidal synthesis, which allows forming struc-

tures of similar composition but of different dimensionalities and shapes, open the way for 

probing such dimensionality effects. We will present several effects involving the 0D to 1D tran-

sition in CdSe/CdS core/shell nano heterostructures of different morphologies including 

“sphere in a sphere”, “sphere in a rod” and “rod in a rod”. Modification of emission and absorp-

tion polarizations, as the dimensionality of the particles and of their cores changes were studied 

and analyzed. The function of these nanocrystals as donors in energy transfer processes will be 

discussed, showing how the dimensionality of the particles’ core and shell affects the donor’s 

time dependent survival probability, leading to systems with enhanced FRET efficiencies. 
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16. Primary reactions of microbial rhodopsins 

Josef Wachtveitl1, Frank Scholz1, Mirka-Kristin Neumann-Verhoefen1,  

Ernst Bamberg2, Christian Bamann2  & Clemens Glaubitz3 

1Institute for Theoretical and Physical Chemistry, Goethe-University Frankfurt, Germany  
2Max Planck Institute for Biophysics, Frankfurt, Germany   
3Institute for Biophysical Chemistry & Centre for Biomolecular Magnetic Resonance, Goe-

the-University Frankfurt, Germany  

Time-resolved  spectroscopic  investigations  on  different  microbial  rhodopsins  in  combina-

tion with  emerging  structural  information  have  provided  access  to  many  molecular  details  

of  the functional  photodynamics.  Here  we  present  our  recent  results  on  proteorhodopsins  

(PR)  and channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2). Proteorhodopsins (PR) are found in bacteria in the pho-

tic zone of the ocean to high abundance. They are colour-tuned to their environment, have been 

shown to act as a light-driven proton pumps and exhibit an unusually high pK a  of the primary 

proton acceptor D97. We were able to identify a specific His-Asp cluster as a main determinant 

for this high pK a . Interestingly, the pH dependence of the primary reaction followed the proto-

nation state of D97 and the replacement of  H75  also  resulted  in  an  overall  acceleration  of  

the  photocycle.  This  means  that  PR  is  not optimized for fast proton transfer.1  Also results on 

the D227N mutant are presented. D227 is a key residue of the counterion complex, which stabi-

lizes the positive charge at the protonated Schiff base and affects the conformation of the retinal. 

An elongated photocycle and a long lived M-intermediate lead to the conclusion that the muta-

tion does not only lower the pK a  of the Schiff base in the unphotolysed ground state but also 

prevents an efficient reprotonation reaction.2 

The  primary  reaction  mechanism  of  ChR2  exhibits  a  high  similarity  to  BR  or  NpSrII3   and  

its dynamics and efficiency can be tuned by modification of electrostatic interactions in the reti-

nal binding pocket.4  Femtosecond time resolved studies show that e.g. the negatively charged 

D123 acts  as  an  effective  catalyst  for  photoisomerization  and  that  the  D156C  mutant,  that  

was previously shown to exhibit a dramatically longer lifetime of the open state of the channel, 

also affects the formation of the different K-intermediates observed for ChR2 wild type. Ultra-

fast IR experiments point to a very efficient redistribution of the excess energy from the retinal 

to the surrounding protein.5   
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17. Proton wires in GFP: from X-ray structures to 
dynamics 

Ai Shinobu and Noam Agmon 

Institute of Chemistry and the Fritz Haber Research Center, The Hebrew University, Jerusa-

lem 91904, Israel. (agmon@fh.huji.ac.il) 

In the wt-green fluorescent protein (GFP), a proton dissociates from the chromophore following 

excitation, protonating a nearby anionic glutamate residue (Glu22), while the chromophore re-

laxes by emitting green fluorescence. However, the time resolved fluorescence signal from pho-

toexcited GFP does not decay exponentially, as expected for a single step reaction, but shows a 

power-law tail. At low temperatures the transient decay follows a t-1/2 law, suggesting one di-

mensional proton diffusion along a "proton-wire" [1]. A hydrogen-bonded chain of water mole-

cules and protein side-chains leads along the GFP barrel axis to an exit near Glu5 [2].  A refined 

X-ray structure suggests that it connects to a "proton collecting antenna" on a negative protein 

surface patch [3]. Possibly this structure captures protons from solution and channels them into 

the protein to replenish the proton that has dissociated from the chromophore. 

A protein, however, functions at room temperature and its structure is subject to constant dy-

namic fluctuations.  Does the GFP axial proton-wire survive these fluctuations?  To answer this 

question, we have conducted extensive molecular dynamics simulations of neutral and anionic 

Glu222 and various initial conditions. We find that on average the wire persists also at high 

temperatures. However, portions of the wire are sensitive to the initial conditions due to slow 

reorientation of serine side-chains that are buried inside the GFP; these appear to function as 

"switches" that govern the conductance state of the wire. 
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18. Quantum chemistry behind bioimaging: In-
sights from ab initio studies of fluorescent pro-
teins and their chromophores 

Anna I. Krylov 

Department of Chemistry, University of Southern California, Los Angeles CA 90089, USA 

The unique properties of green fluorescent protein (GFP) have been harnessed in a variety of 

bioimaging techniques, revolutionizing many areas of the life sciences. Computational studies of 

FPs and their chromophores that provide qualitative insights into mechanistic details of their 

photocycle and the structural basis for their optical properties will be discussed. Specifically, 

recent results on electron-donating ability and redox properties of FPs will be presented. Meth-

odological aspects, such as ab initio approaches to electronically excited, ionized, charge-

transfer-to-solvent, and meta-stable states of biomolecules, will also be discussed. 
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19. Ultrafast excited-state proton transfer 

Dan Huppert and Doron Shabat 

School of Chemistry, Tel Aviv University, Israel 

In this lecture we focused our attention on the photoacid properties of a recently synthesized 

near-infrared (NIR)-fluorescent dye, QCy7,  

 

Qcy7 

Scheme 1 

emitting at 710 nm with a fluorescence quantum yield of about 0.1. Ground-state QCy7 has a pKa 

value of ~4.5, while in its excited-state it is lower than that by more than 10 logarithmic units, 

and therefore it is a very strong acid. The absorption bands maxima of the protonated ROH and 

deprotonated RO- forms are positioned at 430 and 578 nm respectively. When QCy7 is excited in 

its protonated ROH form the steady-state emission spectrum consists of two bands with maxi-

ma at 540 and 710 nm. We assign the weak band at 540 nm to the protonated ROH* form, and 

the strong band at 710 nm to the deprotonated form, RO-*. We estimate the pKa* value of QCy7 

from the difference between the energies of the ROH* and RO-* absorption bands as well as 

from the energy difference of the emission bands. Since the ∆pKa* is more than 10 the pKa* value 

is therefore ~ -6. Photoacids with pKa* value of -2 or less are termed super-photoacids. For this 

category of molecules it is perfectly reasonable that the ESPT rate to water would be higher 

than 1011 s-1, roughly the same as the fluorescence decay time of the protonated form, 10PT 

ps. For QCy7 as for many other photoacids, the fluorescence decay of the ROH* is complex and it 

does not decay exponentially. It has a long fluorescence decay tail, which is indicative of a re-

versible geminate recombination with a proton to reform the ROH* that can undergo a second 

protolytic cycle.  

We found that the decay time of the major time component of the fluorescence signal, whose 

amplitude is ~0.72, is 1100 fs in H2O and 1700 fs in D2O. We assign this component to the ESPT 

from QCy7, making it the fastest reported ESPT to the solvent to date. Solvation dynamics of 

large molecules in their excited-state is measured by time-resolved fluorescence techniques. In 

water it was found that the slowest time component is 800 fs long, which is only slightly faster 

than ESPT time constant of 1100 fs in QCy7. While solvation dynamics times in H2O and D2O are 

nearly identical there is a distinctive KIE on the ESPT rate of ~3 for many photoacids. Super-

photoacids have a KIE value lower than 3 and closer to ~2, whereas the KIE on proton mobility 

and diffusion in water is rather small, i.e., 1.45, a value that is close to the square root of the D/H 

mass ratio affecting the tunneling probability. We found that the KIE on the ESPT from QCy7 to 

be 1.54. As aforementioned, this value is similar to the KIE on the proton diffusion in water. 
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20. On the interplay between the excited and elec-
tron-detached states of the GFP chromophore 

Ksenia B. Bravaya and Anna I. Krylov 

University of Southern California, Department of Chemistry, Los Angeles, CA, USA 90089 

The gas-phase photoelectron spectrum of the anionic Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) chromo-

phore has generated considerable attention due to interplay between two competing photoin-

duced channels: fragmentation and electron detachment. Understanding the relative energetics 

of the excited and electron-detached states is of crucial importance for the interpretation of the 

gas phase photophysics of the anionic GFP chromophore. Epifanovsky et al. [1] have provided a 

theoretical estimate of the vertical detachment energy for the model GFP chromophore suggest-

ing a metastable resonance character of the bright excited state1. However, recently reported 

gas phase photoelectron spectra of the model GFP chromophore point out to the bound charac-

ter of the excited state[2,3].  

In this work we address the discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental determina-

tion of the vertical detachment energies of the GFP chromophore. We report benchmark calcula-

tions of the vertical and adiabatic detachment energies of the phenolate anion considered as a 

model system.  State-of-the art quantum chemistry methods are used (EOM-IP-CCSD, CCSD(T)). 

We then apply the methodology to obtain the best estimate of the VDE of the GFP chromophore. 

An accurate description of the vertical excitation and detachment energies is crucial for this sys-

tem, as the two values are close and the change in the relative order of the two quantities 

changes the character of the excited state from the bound state to a metastable resonance state 

and vice versa. Vibrational progression in the photoelectron spectrum of the GFP chromophore 

and related model systems is discussed with the focus on the effect of the closely lying excited 

state. 
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21. New developments in ab-initio molecular dy-
namics simulations of chemical reactions 

R. Benny Gerber 

Fritz Haber Center, Institute of Chemistry, the Hebrew University, Jerusalem 91904, Israel; 

Department of Chemistry, University of California, Irvine, California 92967, USA; Depart-

ment of Chemistry, University of Helsinki, Finland 

Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics (AIMD) simulations have emerged in recent years as an important 

tool for studies of molecular processes. This lecture reports new AIMD algorithms for high-level 

ab initio methods. The new algorithms expand the types of processes that can be validly treated 

by AIMD, and greatly improve the accuracy in other cases. The progress made includes:  

(1) A highly efficient MD-MP4 algorithm, making possible e.g. accurate treatment of disper-

sion effects in dynamics;  

(2) A molecular dynamics algorithm with the multi-reference MR-PT2 ab initio method, ap-

plicable for radical reactions, excited-state dynamics and other processes in open-shell 

systems; 

(3) On-the-fly simulations of electronic properties (partial charges, bond orders) along the 

trajectories of the processes, that are very helpful for the analysis of the dynamics. 

Applications are presented for several processes of atmospheric chemistry:  

a) Charge separation processes at water and ice clusters;  

b) Reactions of ion pairs with water/ice environments;  

c) Reactions of Cl radicals with O3;  

d) Dynamics of the atmospherically important Criegee intermediates. 

These examples promote hope that new AIMD algorithms with high-level ab initio methods can 

contribute significantly to the understanding of chemical reactions also for large polyatomic 

systems. 
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22. Photoreactions in fluorescent proteins 

Jasper van Thor 

Division of Molecular Biosciences South Kensington Campus, Imperial College London, SW7  

2AZ, UK 

The wild type Green Fluorescent Protein (wt-GFP) from the jellyfish Aequorea victoria was the 

first fluorescent protein to be fully characterised spectroscopically and structurally, now many 

years ago. The wt-GFP remains important also after many mutants and additionally related fluo-

rescent proteins with diverse photochemical behaviour have been demonstrated. Wt-GFP is 

unique to show Excited State Proton Transfer (ESPT) in a protein environment, where the ultra-

fast proton transfer pathway is now characterised in detail. I will present an overview of the 

structural dynamics of the picosecond ESPT reactions. Wt-GFP displays yet another unique pho-

toreaction, albeit with low quantum yield, and as an irreversible side reaction which allows pho-

toaccumulation of the product: the optically excited singlet chromophore acts as an oxidant 

which oxidises a nearby carboxylate group of a Glutamate sidechain, which subsequently forms 

an unstable radical and decarboxylates in a classical ‘Kolbe’ type reaction. This phototransfor-

mation reaction is exploited in many labs for super-resolution fluorescence microscopy. Other 

types of photoswitching mechanisms are found in related fluorescent proteins, such as pho-

toisomerisation in the ‘Dronpa’ fluorescent protein from the coral Pectiniidae. Photoswitching of 

Dronpa is similarly exploited for super-resolution microscopy, but the mechanisms of the re-

versible photoswitching reactions remain poorly characterized, although the involvement of 

ESPT has been proposed by several groups. We have recently probed the reversible pho-

toswitching reactions of Dronpa with steady state and ultrafast infrared spectroscopy and ad-

dress the possibility of ESPT in this protein.  
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23. Atomistic simulation of single molecule exper-
iments: molecular machines and a dynasome 
perspective 

Helmut Grubmüller 

Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemsitry, Göttingen, Germany 

 Proteins are biological nanomachines. Virtually every function in the cell is carried out by pro-

teins -- including protein synthesis, ATP synthesis, molecular binding and recognition, selective 

transport, sensor functions, and mechanical stability. The combination of single molecule exper-

iments with atomistic computer simulations have revealed how these functions are performed 

at the molecular level [1]. Examples include the mechanics of energy conversion in F-ATP syn-

thase [2,3] and tRNA translocation within the ribosome. We will further demonstrate how atom-

istic simulations enable one to mimic, one-to-one, single molecule experiments such as 

FRET distance measurements, and thereby to markedly enhance their resolution and accuracy 

[4,5]. We will, finally, take a more global view on the 'universe' of protein dynamics motion pat-

terns and demonstrate that a systematic covarage of this 'dynasome' allows to predict protein 

function [6]. 
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24. Light-induced water oxidation in photosynthe-
sis 

Wolfgang Lubitz 

Max Planck Institute for Chemical Energy Conversion, Stiftstr. 34-36, 45470 Mülheim/Ruhr, 

Germany 

Light-induced water oxidation in photosynthesis occurs in a single biological supercomplex 

called photosystem II (PSII) at a Mn4O5Ca cluster embedded in a functional protein matrix. A 

detailed electronic model of this catalytic center is presented that has been developed based on 

structural data from X-ray crystallography(1) and magnetic resonance (EPR and ENDOR) tech-

niques.(2-5) High field ELDOR-detected NMR (EDNMR) is introduced as a convenient method 

for the detection of electron-nuclear hyperfine (hf) interactions of insensitive nuclei like 17O 

and 14N. We have applied EDNMR at W-band (94 GHz) to detect the interaction of the para-

magnetic water oxidizing cluster (in the S2 state) with magnetic nuclei of amino acids and at-

tached water molecules. In samples exchanged with H217O, 17O hyperfine couplings of three 

different types of water molecules were detected.(5) They could be assigned based on the struc-

tural model from X-ray crystallography(1) which has been refined using density functional the-

ory(4) and comparison with model complexes. Additional experiments like Ca/Sr exchange(3) 

and the use of inhibitors (NH3) helped in this endeavor. This data further refine the reaction 

pathway for O-O bond formation supporting an oxo/oxyl coupling mechanism in the catalytical-

ly active state (S4) of the cycle.(6,7) A mechanism model for water oxidation is proposed. 
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25. Photochemistry with bio-inspired and biomi-
metic organized assemblies 

Itamar Willner 

Institute of Chemistry, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 91904 Jerusalem, Israel 

Photochemistry in different bio-inspired and biomimetic organized assemblies will be ad-

dressed: 

1. Inspired by natural photosynthesis, the use of natural photosystems (photosystem I – PSI and 

photosystem II – PSII) to construct photoelectrochemical cells will be described. Specifically, the 

electrical wiring of PSI and PSII with electrodes will be presented, and the assembly of PSII- or 

PSI/PSII-based photoelectrochemical cells that generate electrical power with no added sacrifi-

cial component will be described.1  

2. The photonic wiring of redox enzymes with electrodes will be described, and the construction 

of photobiofuel cells, using glucose as fuel, will be discussed. Also, electroswitchable photoelec-

trochemical systems consisting of PSI/PSII or semiconductor nanoparticles will be presented.2 

3. Hybrid systems consisting of nucleic acid/semiconductor quantum dots provide functional 

materials to control photoinduced processes at the nanoscale. This will be exemplified with the 

activation of the chemiluminescence resonance energy transfer process (CRET) using hemin/G-

quadruplex hybrid systems and the implementation of the process for multiplexed DNA sens-

ing.3 Also, the assembly of fluorophore/Au NPs-functionalized DNA machines will be described 

and the programmed switchable fluorescence quenching or fluorescence plasmonic enhance-

ment by the DNA machines will be discussed. 
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26. Time-domain ab-initio studies of excited-state 
dynamics in semiconductor nanocrystals 

Oleg Prezhdo1, Heather Jaeger1, Long Run1, Amanda Neukirch2, Kim 

Hyeon-Deuk3 

1 Departments of Chemistry and 2Physics, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY, USA 
3 Department of Chemistry, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan 

Quantum dots (QD) are quasi-zero dimensional structures with a unique combination of solid-

state and atom-like properties. Unlike bulk or atomic materials, QD properties can be modified 

continuously by changing QD shape and size. Often, the bulk and atomic viewpoints contradict 

each other. The atomic view suggests strong electron-hole and charge-phonon interactions, and 

slow energy relaxation due to mismatch between electronic energy gaps and phonon frequen-

cies. The bulk view advocates that the kinetic energy of quantum confinement is greater than 

electron-hole interaction, charge-phonon coupling is weak, and relaxation through quasi-

continuous bands is rapid. QDs exhibit new physical phenomena: The phonon bottleneck to 

electron energy relaxation and generation of multiple excitons can improve efficiencies of pho-

tovoltaic devices. Our state-of-the-art nonadiabatic molecular dynamics techniques, implement-

ed within time-dependent density functional theory, allow us to model QDs at atomistic level 

and in time-domain, providing a unifying description of quantum dynamics on the nanoscale. 
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27. Imaging heterogeneous ultrafast exciton dy-
namics in organic semiconducting thin films 

Cathy Y. Wong, Samuel B. Penwell, Benjamin L. Cotts, and Naomi S. 

Ginsberg 

Departments of Chemistry and Physics, University of California, Berkeley, USA and Physical 

Biosciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA 

In solid state semiconducting molecular materials used in electro-optical applications, relatively 

long exciton diffusion lengths hold the promise to boost device performance by relaxing proxim-

ity constraints on the locations for light absorption and interfacial charge separation. The archi-

tecture of such materials determines their optical and electronic properties as a result of spac-

ing- and orientation-dependent Coulomb couplings between adjacent molecules. Exciton char-

acter and dynamics are generally inferred from bulk optical measurements, which can present a 

severe limitation on our understanding of these films because their constituent molecules are 

not perfectly ordered. Rather, films of small organic molecules are composed of multiple micro-

crystalline domains, and this deposition-dependent microstructure can have profound impacts 

on transport properties. 

Using ultrafast transient absorption microscopy, we track the time evolution of excitons, do-

main by domain, in solid state thin films of TIPS-pentacene, a small soluble molecule that has 

recently been used in organic semiconducting devices because of its high hole mobility. The re-

sults from this spatially-resolved nonlinear optical spectroscopy support our hypothesis that 

bulk optical measurements deleteriously average over heterogeneities in both spatial and elec-

tronic structure; we have revealed significant inhomogeneity in exciton dynamics. Domains that 

appear homogeneous in linear optical microscopy are shown to have spatial variation and de-

fects, and notable differences in exciton character and behavior are observed at domain bound-

aries. To interpret the contrast we observe with ultrafast dynamics, we correlate our data to lo-

cal linear absorption, polarization and birefringence analysis, optical profilometry, and atomic 

force microscopy. With this combined approach, we aim to ultimately understand fundamental 

structure-function relationship in molecular materials to provide predictive power to material 

development and device efficiency. 
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28. Hyperspectral probing of exciton dynamics and 
multiplication in PbSe nanocrystals 

I. Gdor1, H. Sachs1, A. Roitblat1, D. Strasfeld2, M. G. Bawendi2 and S. 

Ruhman1 

1Institute of Chemistry and the Farkas Center for Light Induced Processes, the Hebrew Uni-

versity, Jerusalem 91904, Israel. 
2Department of Chemistry, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 77 Massachusetts Ave-

nue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, USA. 

E-mail: itay.gdor@mail.huji.ac.il 

Abstract: Broadband NIR probing records exciton dynamics in PbSe nanocrystals. New aspects of 

hot carrier cooling are uncovered, while contrary to many reports, MEG is not detected up to pho-

ton energy 3.7 times the band gap.  

1. Introduction  

Exciton cooling and recombination in semiconductor Quantum Dots (QD) can be followed by Transient 

Absorption (TA) spectroscopy. TA has also served to search for Multi-Exciton Generation (MEG) where 

absorbance of one energetic photon generates multiple excitons in the same QD. Initial reports of highly 

efficient MEG in various QDs [1,2] has prompted hopes for economic solar energy conversion in QD based 

photovoltaics . Recently those reports have been questioned [3], stressing the need for detailed studies 

into exciton relaxation dynamics, such as that presented here.  

Quantification of MEG efficiency has been based on exciton decay kinetics, where the presence of mul-

tiexcitons is revealed by their rapid decay due to Auger recombination. Inherent difficulties with this ap-

proach are; a) Multiple exciton states can also be generated by consecutive multiphoton absorption, and 

b) The pump fluences required for avoiding that becomes vanishingly small at high photon energies due 

to the steep exponential rise in QD cross section with reduction in excitation wavelength. 

 

Fig. 1 Transient difference spectra presented above as color coded ∆OD maps, below as temporal cuts at the designated pump–

probe delays, after excitation at 800 and 400 nm. SADS along with associated lifetimes after excitation at 800 nm (A) and normal-

ized to the number of excitons (B) are presented in the right column. 
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A pump-probe procedure for surmounting  these difficulties was recently used to seek MEG in InAs core 

shell QDs[4]. It involves scaling both the sample, and the pump fluence, by 1/pump). Direct comparison 

of exciton decay for equivalent experiments at two different excitation wavelengths can detect MEG since 

identical of exciton number states have been generated. Pump fluences needn't strictly avoid multiphoton 

excitation, and optically thick samples can be used, maximizing signal levels. No signs of MEG were de-

tected in the InAs core-shell samples using this method up to a photon energy nearly 4 times the QD band 

gap [4]. Numerous reports of efficient MEG, primarily in PbSe QDs have since been published. Here we 

aim to reapply the described method to that family of QDs as well, using an improved TA setup which 

provides continuous hyperspectral probing, optimizing time and frequency resolution, and providing fine 

details of spectral evolution from which exciton dynamics can be inferred.  

2. Results and Discussion 

Transient difference spectrum recorded after photo-excitation with femtosecond pulses centered at 800 

nm and 400 nm is presented in fig 1. The changes in probe transmission consist mainly of a sharp build-

up of enhanced transmission centered near the initial absorption peaks, superimposed on a broad ab-

sorption which extends to longer wavelengths, but is apparent throughout. These features evolve within 

picoseconds as the nascent excitons cool. The changes observed consist mainly of a disappearance of the 

broad absorption background, leaving behind the excess transmission feature at the band edge, as  well as 

a zero integral peak shift signature associated with the second absorption[5]. After this initial evolution, 

at much longer delay times, a gradual decay (~ 100 ps) is observed. This is the signature of exciton anni-

hilation due to Auger recombination. Finally this leaves a long lived difference spectrum characteristic of 

single exciton, which does not decay significantly in our observation window. 

Following the exciton cooling during the first few picoseconds reveals; 1) at both pump wavelengths, the 

entire transient spectrum seems at early delays to be dominated by a broad absorptive background ex-

tending throughout the probed range. 2) The apparent background is broader when exciting with the 

more energetic photons. 3) The amplitude of the localized bleaching component at the band edge is near-

ly conserved during the process of cooling independent of the exciting photon energy. 

2.1) Global kinetic analysis 

In an effort to separate the contributions to the transient spectra of various multi-exciton states, 800 nm 

pump data was globaly fitted to a sequential kinetic scheme. The distribution of the initial exciton follows 

the Poisson distribution and was calculated accordingly. Results of this analysis are presented in the right 

panel of fig 1 in the form of species associated difference spectra (SADS). 

The analysis show that a) the band edge bleach peak red shifts progressively, and its amplitude scales 

nearly perfectly linearly with number of excitons (N). b) the second peak, assigned to the 1P1P is only 

shifted to the red due to bi-excitonic interactions. A quantitative determination of this binding interaction 

gives a value of 16±2 meV and appear to be linear up to N=3. 

2.2) Testing for existence of MEG  

Fig 2 depicts a comparison of the spectral evolution (left) and kinetics of the band edge (right), through-

out the decay of the excitons. As in the previous study using this approach [4], a single scaling factor, re-

lated to the ratio of the samples absorption cross sections at both excitation wavelengths, brings the spec-

tral and temporal cuts into perfect overlap. In particular, no excess in bleach was observed at early times 

after 400 nm excitation, which would have been indicative of the presence of MEG. 
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Fig 2. Comparison of equivalent experiments with 800 and 400 nm excitation. Left - transient difference spectra 

taken at the designated pump–probe delays at two pump fluences. Right - comparison of spectral cuts in the data 

centered at the band-edge absorption feature following 400 nm (red squares) and 800 nm (solid lines). Insets de-

tail the initial 6 ps of the data. 
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29. Multiexciton generation in nanocrystals and 
nanorods 

Eran Rabani 

School of Chemistry, Tel Aviv University, Israel 

Carrier multiplication is a process where several charge carriers are generated upon the ab-

sorption of a single photon in semiconductors. This process is of great technological ramifica-

tions for solar cells and other light harvesting technologies. For example, it is expected that 

when more charge carriers created shortly after the photon is absorbed, the larger fraction of 

the photon energy can successfully be converted into electricity, thus increasing the device effi-

ciency. In this talk we will discuss the process of multiexciton generation (MEG) leading to car-

rier multiplication in semiconducting nanocrystals and nanorods. A general theoretical frame-

work and an expeditious approach to calculate MEG will  be presented.  The role of composition 

material, size, geometry and energy will be discussed. 
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30. Multiexcitons in semiconductor nanocrystals 
as a platform of ultrafast all-optical switching 
and logic 

Patanjali Kambhampati 

Department of Chemistry, McGill University, Montreal, Quebek, Canada 

Upon absorption of multiple photons, semiconductor nanocrystals can support multiple exci-

tons per particle. We have recently shown that multiexcitons in CdSe nanocrystals give rise to 

the unique capacity of nanocrystals to spectrally tailor light amplification of the primary step in 

lasing. Our excitonic state-resolved pump/probe spectroscopy has indirectly revealed the struc-

ture and dynamics of multiexcitons in CdSe nanocrystals and has rationalized their gain dynam-

ics. The historical problem of multiexcitons is that they are too short lived as to be useful in 

practical lasing applications. Here, we invert this problem by exploiting their ultrafast lifetime 

to perform switching and basic logic operations. We reveal that multiexcitons in nanocrystals 

can meet many of the necessary requirements of ultrafast all-optical logic. These results will be 

connected to direct observation of the structural dynamics of multiexcitons made possible by 

new developments in coherent multidimensional spectroscopy.  
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31. A density-based first-principles description of 
exciton dynamics - hope or hopeless? 

Stephan Kümmel and Dirk Hofmann 

Theoretical Physics IV University of Bayreuth D-95440 Bayreuth, Germany 

Calculating exciton dynamics is a challenge for first principles theories. When model Hamiltoni-

an assumptions are avoided, then real materials are so complex that calculating the many parti-

cle wavefunction is computationally intractable. Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory 

(TDDFT) in principle would be ideal for studying exciton dynamics: It can be computationally 

efficient enough to describe complex molecules and solids, yet can also offer first principles in-

sight into the quantum mechanical dynamics that is associated with excitonic excitations. How-

ever, the relevant electronic excitations are often only poorly described by the commonly used 

density functionals. This may appear as a puzzle because the static electronic structure of the 

materials is often described quite well by such functionals. This contribution will address this 

problem. We will discuss possibilities for how exciton dynamics can hopefully be studied on a 

first principles basis using TDDFT. We will shed light on the difficulty of evaluating observables 

when only the electronic density, not the wavefunction is known. As an example for the useful-

ness of the first principles approach we will show how TDDFT allows to check the accuracy of 

the commonly made Förster energy transfer assumption [1]. We will discuss approaches that 

allow for accurately calculating excitonic excitations and charge transfer [2], and present a 

model computational setup that allows for studying the influence of coherences and damping on 

energy transfer [3]. 
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32. Frontier orbitals and charge-transfer excitation 
energies from density functional theory 

Leeor Kronik* 
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E-mail: leeor.kronik@weizmann.ac.il 

Accurate prediction of frontier orbital energies and charge transfer excitation energies is essen-

tial for rational theoretical design of novel materials and structures for photovoltaic applica-

tions. Preferably, we would like to predict such quantities using density functional theory (DFT) 

- an approach to the many-electron problem in which the electron density, rather than the 

many-electron wave function, plays the central role. This is because the relative computational 

simplicity afforded by DFT allows us to attack realistic problems. Unfortunately, despite many 

other successes, DFT has traditionally struggled with prediction of the above quantities. Specifi-

cally, research has been fraught with very difficult questions as to the extent to which spectro-

scopic conclusions can be drawn from DFT in principle, followed by serious concerns as to the 

reliability of typical DFT approximations in practice.  

Here, we present an approach that quantitatively overcomes these difficulties for finite systems, 

based on a range-split hybrid functional that uses exact long-range exchange. Its main novel fea-

ture is that the range-splitting parameter is not a universal constant but rather is determined 

from first principles, per system, based on satisfaction of the ionization potential theorem. This 

DFT approach mimics successfully, to the best of our knowledge for the first time, the quasi-

particle picture of many-body theory. In particular, it allows for the extraction of both single- 

and two-particle excitations from ground-state DFT and linear-response time-dependent DFT 

calculation, respectively. 

* Work performed with Sivan Refaely-Abramson, Natalia Kuritz, and Piyush Agrawal (Weiz-

mann Institute), Tamar Stein, Helen Eisenberg, and Roi Baer (Hebrew University) 
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33. Ultrafast spectroscopy of phycobiliproteins 
from cryptophyte algae 

Daniel B. Turner, Paul C. Arpin, Scott D. McClure, Tihana Mirkovic, and 

Gregory D. Scholes 

Department of Chemistry, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

In cryptophyte algae, light is absorbed by antenna proteins and the excitation energy is rapidly 

and efficiently transferred to a reaction center. The phycobiliproteins that initially capture the 

light are made up of several chromophores covalently bound to a protein matrix. Recently, it has 

been observed that strong electronic coupling between these chromophores can lead to surpris-

ingly long-lived coherences in certain phycobiliproteins. This has raised questions concerning 

the role that quantum mechanical coherences may play in the efficient energy transfer found in 

photosynthetic proteins. 

The primary experimental technique used to provide evidence for and investigate these coher-

ences has been two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES). The broad-bandwidth laser 

pulses used in 2DES provide the ability to create and monitor a coherent superposition of two 

quantum states in a system. From these measurements it is possible to extract both the strength 

of the electronic coupling between chromophores and the dephasing rate of the coupled system. 

However, it has proven experimentally challenging to determine whether the coherent oscilla-

tions observed in the measurements are due to electronic coherences or simply to the oscillato-

ry motion of an evolving nuclear wavepacket.  

This presentation will describe recently developed quantitative methods used to distinguish 

vibrational and electronic coherences in the phycobiliprotein phycocyanin 645 (PC645), isolat-

ed from the cryptophyte algae Chroomonas sp. CCMP270. We first review techniques used to 

discriminate the two types of coherences in 2DES measurements which have identified both 

vibrational modes and electronic coherences in the evolution of 2D spectra of PC645. We then 

present recent broad-band, pump-probe measurements on PC645 which have provided a better 

characterization of the vibrational and electronic coherences excited in the 2DES measure-

ments. 
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35. Long-range excitonic transport in a biomimetic 
system inspired by the bacterial light-
harvesting apparatus 

Elad Harel 

Northwestern University, Department of Chemistry, Evanston IL, USA 

Photosynthesis, the process by which energy from sunlight drives cellular metabolism, relies on 

a unique organization of light-harvesting and reaction center complexes. Recently, the organiza-

tion of light-harvesting LH2 complexes and dimeric reaction center-light harvesting I-PufX (RC-

LH1-PufX) core complexes in membranes of purple non-sulfur bacteria was revealed by atomic 

force microscopy (AFM). Here, we discuss optimal exciton transfer in a biomimetic system 

closely modeled on the the structure of LH2 and its organization within the membrane using a 

Markovian quantum model with dissipation and trapping added phenomenologically. In a delib-

erate manner, we neglect the high level detail of the bacterial light harvesting complex and its 

interaction with the phonon bath in order to elucidate a set of design principles that may be in-

corporated in artificial pigment-scaffold constructs in a supramolecular assembly. We show that 

our scheme reproduces many of the most salient features found in their natural counterpart and 

may be largely explained by simple electrostatic considerations. Most importantly, we show that 

quantum effects act primarily to enforce robustness with respect to spatial and spectral disor-

der between and within complexes. The implications of such an arrangement are discussed in 

the context of biomimetic photosynthetic analogs capable of transferring energy efficiently 

across tens to hundreds of nanometers. 
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Strong coupling of light and matter can give rise to a multitude of exciting physical effects, such 

as polariton condensation, threshold-less lasing and control of light-matter interaction at a sin-

gle-quantum level. Since the late 90's organic molecules have been increasingly used in micro-

cavities and plasmonic systems for studying strong coupling of excitons and photons. In these 

systems Rabi splitting values exceeding 100 meV are easily observed at room temperature, 

providing a convenient framework to study strong light-matter interactions. Nevertheless, the 

chemical aspects of organic molecules, such as molecular functionality and chemical reactivity, 

were never considered in the context of strong coupling. Here we will review our recent ad-

vances in the study of strong coupling with organic molecules: we have demonstrated strong 

coupling with photochromic molecules, using the isomerization property in order to tune the 

coupling strength and demonstrated the reversible switching of light-matter interaction, reach-

ing the ultra-strong coupling regime. Such systems also present fascinating opportunities for 

chemistry – we have shown that the isomerization reaction rate changes under strong coupling 

conditions, due to the energy-level rearrangement associated with strong coupling. This is a 

first demonstration of a new concept, which ties together quantum optics with chemistry – that 

chemical and material properties can be manipulated by tailoring the electromagnetic environ-

ment of molecules. In order to gain insight into such hybrid organic systems we study their 

complex dynamics by spectroscopic methods, and map the various decay paths of the coupled 

light-matter polariton states. Most notably, we found that the lifetime of these polaritons is sur-

prisingly long, much longer than the photon lifetime in the cavity. Such results call for the revis-

iting of the conventional Jaynes-Cummings model in the context of organic materials. Therefore, 

organic strongly-coupled systems evidently offer exciting new physics with new opportunities 

for manipulating chemical reactions and material properties. 
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37. Probing energy transfer and charge separation 
in photosynthetic reaction centers by non-
linear spectroscopy with classical light and 
entangled photons 

Shaul Mukamel ,Frank Schlawin, Konstantin Dorfman, and Benjamin 

P. Fingerhut  

 Department of Chemistry, University of California, Irvine, California 92697-2025, USA 

The understanding of the ultrafast initial photosynthetic steps is crucial for the design of artifi-

cial photochemical devices. At the heart of photosynthesis are excitation energy transfer (EET) 

and charge separation (CS) taking place in reaction centers (RC) in bacteria and plants. The 

close coupling between both processed guarantees the near unity efficiency.  

We present simulations based on a tight-binding model of the bacterial reaction center B. viridis, 

which incorporate CS and EET, coulomb attraction of generated electron-hole pairs  polaron ef-

fects. The combination of parallel and orthogonal polarized pulse sequences allows to selective-

ly address the dipole moments of the various chromophores. The signal contribution of parallel-

aligned exciton transitions is suppressed, highlighting weaker signal features. This allows to 

dissect the initial 3ps charge separation component in bacterial RC from EET and the secondary 

sub-picosecond electron transfer. 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Chromophores in the reaction center of B. viridis and considered molecu-

lar and charge transfer excitations. (b) Imaginary part of the 2D photon echo spec-

tra of B. viridis for xxxx polarized pulses. 

Simulations are presented of the response of the bacterial reaction center to entangled photons, 

and compared with classical light. Nonlinear optical signals reveal how exciton distributions 
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may be controlled by quantum light. Quantum light provides novel possibilities for nonlinear 

spectroscopy by tuning parameters of the photon wavefunction. Frequency-entangled photons, 

generated by parametric down-conversion of a pump beam pulse, possess various attractive 

features for spectroscopic applications. The coherent interaction of pairs of photons scales 

linearly in the pu and control exciton distributions in the reaction center that cannot be realized 

with classical pulses. The energy-time entanglement can be used to control population transport 

in the single-exciton manifold, while the broad bandwidth of the two photons  allows to explore 

all the pathways through the single-exciton manifold. These effects are clearly seen in two-

photon-induced fluorescence signals.mp intensity, thus allowing for much lower light intensities 

for nonlinear signals. Frequency entanglement can be utilized to create  

In nonlinear spectroscopy with laser pulses, the pulse spectral density (two-point correlation 

function of the field) which determines the frequency- and time-resolution is given by  
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In parametric down-conversion, a pump photon with frequency p  splits into two photons with 

1  and 2 , such that 1 2=p   . The power spectrum of the two generated beams, may be 

controlled by the crystal geometry, and can be considerably broader than the generating pump 

spectrum. But even though the power spectra of the two beams may be very broad, the sum of 

their frequencies can still be sharply performed due to the energy entanglement. This feature 

shows up in higher-order correlation functions. Third-order nonlinear signals depend on 

convolutions of such higher-order matter- and field-correlation functions,  
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Excitation by three types of light: entangled photon pairs, classical chirped pulses, and 

stochastic light all having the same spectral density are compared. Although the chirped pulses 

are designed to mimick the second- and fourth-order correlation function as closely as possible, 

the four-point correlation functions of the fields are very different for all three types of light, 

and can thus be used to control the generated distributions of multiexcitons.  
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P-1. A CP-AFM study of enhanced photoconductivi-

ty in bacterio-rhodopsin 
Debora Marchak,1 Wenjie Lee,1 Mordechai Sheves,2 David Cahen1 

Departments of 1Materials & Interfaces, and  2Organic Chemistry,Weizmann Institute of 

Science, Rehovot, Israel.  

Bacteriorhodopsin (bR), a light absorbing protein, has several characteristics that make it of 

prime interest for integration in innovative soft-matter energy conversion devices as the light-

harvesting component. Like other biomolecules, bR has the capacity to bind to other molecules 

with high selectivity, the ability to self-assemble into supra-molecular structures and onto a va-

riety of substrates. In particular, bR shows high structural stability to external factors like pH, 

salinity and temperature changes. Of high relevance for its application in opto-electronic devic-

es are its very high optical extinction coefficient and its photo-stability. From the electronic 

point of view, bR has recently been found to be a rather efficient electron transport media 

across rather large distances (5nm), a property that it shares with other biomolecules such as 

some forms of DNA and some proteins (1).  

In this work, bR was probed in its monomeric state using Conducting Probe Atomic Force Mi-

croscopy (CP-AFM). Its electronic transport properties were characterized, at 4% humidity, as a 

function of light, temperature and force. We find that electron transport through monomeric bR 

happens through a thermally activated process and that the protein does not denaturizes in the 

temperature range measured (-15 ºC to 90ºC). The resistance is found to decrease linearly with 

force up to 40nN. At the lowest applied force (6nN), there is a decrease in resistance of 25% in 

average upon illumination with green light (562nm) which verifies that bR remains photo-

active under this configuration. This photoconductivity effect is increased both as a function of 

temperature and applied force. Our results suggest that the presence of the retinal chromo-

phore dictates the current pathway and that both its electronic and its thermal coupling to the 

rest of the protein are important to enhance the photoconductivity. 
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P-2. Photophysical processes in pyridine based 

polymer blend induced by white light/far IR 

irradiation  
Alina Gankin,1 Evgeniy Mervenetsky,1  Evgenia Vaganova,1 Ellen 

Wachtel,2 Alex Goldberg, 3Shlomo Yitzchaik1 
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of Jerusalem, 91904, Israel 
2Chemical Research Support Unit, Weizmann Institute of Science, 76100, Rehovot, Israel 
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The development of optoelectronic devices using organic and/or polymeric molecules is one of 

the most significant challenges of 21st century electronics.  Such devices would be inexpensive, 

easy to handle, and, at the same time, would permit miniaturization of components down to the 

nanometer scale. Polymeric gels can function as electro- or /thermo- actuators, usually by con-

traction or expansion of  the polymer chain due to charge redistribution.  

Our proposed polymeric gel actuator differ from other polymer electronics with respect to their 

fundamentally distinct device physics.  Earlier study proved formation of protonated side-chain 

units due to dissolution of poly(4-vinyl pyridine) in liquid pyridine.1  DFT modelling showed 

that in such systems one electron is localized on the side-chain N atom and a second is delocal-

ized on the pyridine ring, producing a free electron.  Evaluated photoinduced electron mobility is 

~ 25 cm2 V-1s-1  (equivalent to that of a weak inorganic semiconductor). 1   

The polymer blend gel containing poly(4-vinyl pyridine)  (P(4VP)) and poly(4-vinyl pyridine-co-

butyl methacrylate) (P4VP/P(4VP-BMA)) swollen in pyridine (Gel) presented in this work is a 

dielectric material which, following DC bias, displays changes in electrical conductivity in re-

sponse  to white light  and, with the addition of a small amount of 4-hydroxypyridine,  also to 

low level thermal perturbation.2   

Spectroscopic data show that this behaviour derives in part from a combination of the 

following field induced processes:  1) appearance of ionic species (ionic crosslinking 

points) with associated electron transfer; 2) increased proton transfer to the nitrogen 

atom of the pyridine ring, producing pyridinium groups (hydrogen bonded crosslinking 

points); 3) increased hydrogen bonding and a more rigid molecular organization. The 

optimized system demonstrates, for the first time, that a polymer gel may have potential 

application as the active layer in light or thermal sensing devices.  
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induced homolytic dissociation of water in the 

pyridine-water complex 
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The photochemistry of the hydrogen-bonded pyridine-water complex has been investigated 

with ab initio computational methods. Vertical excitation energies, excited-state reaction paths 

for proton transfer as well as structures and energies of conical intersections and reaction bar-

riers have been determined with multi-configuration self-consistent-field and multi-reference 

perturbation methods, as well as with single-reference coupled-cluster and propagator meth-

ods. In the pyridine-water complex, the energies of two charge-separated excited states of 1nπ* 

and 1ππ* character are connected to the energies of the locally excited 1nπ* and 1ππ* states of 

the pyridine chromophore via a low energy barrier. The charge-separated excited states are 

strongly stabilized by the transfer of a proton from water to pyridine. The energies of the result-

ing biradical states intersect the potential-energy surface of the closed-shell ground state as a 

function of the proton-transfer coordinate. The resulting radical pair may dissociate to yield 

pyridinium and hydroxyl radicals. The photochemistry of the hypervalent pyridinium radical 

has been explored with the same computational methods. It has been found that a low-lying dis-

sociative 2πσ* excited state exists in pyridinium, which can lead to the photodetachment of the 

hydrogen atom. Overall, the H2O molecule can thus be dissociated into H• and OH• radicals by 

the absorption of two ultraviolet photons. The relevance of these results for solar water split-

ting and solar carbon dioxide reduction are discussed. 
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P-4. Incoherent excitation of thermally equilibrated 

open quantum systems 
Leonardo A. Pachóna,b and Paul Brumera 

a Chemical Physics Theory Group, Department of Chemistry and Center for Quantum Infor-

mation and Quantum Control, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada M5S 3H6. 
b Instituto de Física, Universidad de Antioquia, AA 1226 Medellín, Colombia. 

Under natural conditions, excitation of biological molecules, which display non-unitary open system 

dynamics, occurs via incoherent processes such as temperature changes or irradiation by sun-

light/moonlight. The dynamics of such processes is explored analytically in a non-Markovian generic 

model. Specifically, a system S in equilibrium with a thermal bath TB is subjected to an external in-

coherent perturbation BB (such as sunlight) or another thermal bath TB', which induces time evolu-

tion in (S+TB). Particular focus is on (i) the extent to which the resultant dynamics is coherent, and 

(ii) the role of "stationary coherences", established in the (S+TB) equilibration, in the response to the 

second incoherent perturbation. Results for systems with parameters analogous to those in light har-

vesting molecules in photosynthesis show that the resultant dynamical behavior is incoherent beyond 

a very short response to the turn-on of the perturbation. 
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P-5. Dynamics of triplet-state photochemistry of 

pentanal: mechanisms of Norrish I, Norrish II 

reactions 
Dorit Shemesh, Zhenggang Lan and R.Benny Gerber 

Fritz Haber Center, Institute of Chemistry, the Hebrew University, Jerusalem 91904, Israel 

The photochemistry of aldehydes in the gas phase has been the topic of extensive studies over 

the years. However, for all but the smallest aldehydes the dynamics of the processes is largely 

unknown, and key issues of the mechanisms are open. 

In this paper, the photochemistry of pentanal is studied by dynamics simulation using a sem-

iempirical MRCI code for the singlet and triplet potential energy surfaces involved. The simula-

tions explore the processes on the manifold of the triplet states following intersystem crossing 

from the initially excited singlet. The main findings include: (1) The Norrish type I process 

largely dominates over Norrish II in pentanal. (2) Some contribution of non-Norrish processes is 

also found.  (3) The timescales of Norrish type I and Norrish type II reactions are determined. 

The factors affecting the timescales are analyzed. Bond orders and Mulliken partial charges are 

computed along the trajectories, and provide mechanistic insights. The results throw light on 

the timescales and mechanisms and competition between different processes in aldehyde pho-

tochemistry. 
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P-6. Photophysical and electronic properties of five 

PCBM-like C60 derivatives: spectral and quan-

tum chemical view  
Huan Wang†, Youjun He‡, Yongfang Li‡ and Hongmei Su†,* 
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Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100190, P. R. China. 

By means of transient UV-visible absorption spectra / fluorescence spectra, combined with elec-

tronic structure calculations, the present work focus on characterizing the photophysical and 

electronic properties of five [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM)-like C60 deriva-

tives (F1, F2, F3, F4, and F5) and understanding how these properties are expected to affect the 

photovoltaic performance of polymer solar cells (PSCs) with those molecules as acceptors.  

Spectral data reveal that the fluorescence quantum yields are enhanced and the triplet quantum 

yield are lowered for the five PCBM-like C60 derivatives compared to those of the pristine C60, 

suggesting that functionalization of a C=C double bond perturbs the fullerene’s pi-system and 

breaks the Ih symmetry of pristine C60, which results in modifications of photophysical proper-

ties of the fullerene derivatives. 

 PBEPBE/6-311G(d,p)//PBEPBE/6-31G(d) level of electronic structure calculations yield the 

HOMO-LUMO gaps and LUMO energies, showing that the electron-withdrawing effect induced 

by the side chain functional groups perturbs LUMO energies, from which different open circuit 

voltages Voc are resulted. The predicted Voc from our calculation agree with previous experiment 

results. Basically, we found that functionalization of a C=C double bond sustains the fullerene 

structure and its electron affinitive properties. Adducted side chains contribute to adjust the 

HOMO-LUMO gap and LUMO levels of the acceptors to improve open circuit voltage.  

The results could provide fundamental insights for understanding how structural modifications 

influence the photovoltaic performance, which paves a way for guiding the synthesis of new 

fullerene derivatives with improved performance in polymer solar cells.  
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tals studied by fluorescence resonant energy 

transfer 
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Semiconductor nanocrystals (SNCs) exhibit unique optical properties, such as tunable emission 

wavelength and high photostability, and thus are candidates for various applications, such as 

sensing, light harvesting devices, etc. In this work we study the photophysical properties and 

surface chemistry of SNCs, through fluorescence resonant energy transfer (FRET) between SNCs 

to multiple dye molecules attached to their surface. In such systems, the SNC serves both as the 

donor and as a scaffold determining the spatial distribution of the attached acceptor dye mole-

cules. Due to the inherent sensitivity of the FRET process to distances between donors and ac-

ceptors, it may often be used as a nanometric ruler. As such, we demonstrate extraction of 

unique information regarding the spatial distribution of the acceptors from these systems' FRET 

behavior. This sheds light both on the dimensionality and dimension of the SNC, which define 

the geometry of the distribution, as well as its surface chemistry, which affects the binding of the 

dye molecules to the SNC's surface. 

The systems probed are CdSe/CdS core/shell SNCs in spherical and rod-like morphologies, 

chemically conjugated to Atto 590 dye molecules through an amine linker. Both steady state and 

time resolved fluorescence emission are measured, and a modified restricted geometries model 

approach is applied for the analysis. We show distinctive FRET behavior for 0D spherical and 1D 

dot in a rod systems and good agreement between experimental and modeled results for SNCs 

with different sizes and with varying dye concentrations. In addition, we show a unique FRET 

behavior of SNCs conjugated to a small amount of dye molecules, revealing a distinctive adsorp-

tion pattern.  

Understanding the characteristics of the FRET behavior of SNC-dye conjugates is important for 

their application in sensing, bio-labeling and energy transfer. Knowledge on the surface chemis-

try of SNC obtained through FRET is fundamental to any application utilizing SNCs.  
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light spectroscopy characterizing the exciton 

interactions in chlorosomes  
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 Chlorosomes are photosynthetic light-harvesting antenna structures found in green sulfur bac-

teria and some green filamentous bacteria. They are the largest antenna complexes in nature, 

measuring up to ~300-400 nm in length, 100-200 nm in width,  and 20-60 nm in height. They 

may contain up to several 105 bacteriochlorophylls (BChls) c, d or e chromophores which are 

unique to chlorosomes. The highly unusual exciton and optical properties of chlorosomes are 

explained by their structure which is based on supramolecular self-aggregates of BChls formed 

without the direct interaction with proteins as scaffolds. The BChls are tightly packed in self-

organized strongly exciton coupled rod-like structures give rise to ultrafast long-distance ener-

gy transfer and make the chlorosome the most efficient known light-harvesting antenna. Their 

highly unusual self-aggregation properties and their exceptional exciton properties have raised 

interest in the chlorosome as a model system for building artificial light-harvesting nanostruc-

tures. A detailed chlorosome structure determination using a combination of solid-state NMR 

spectroscopy and high-resolution electron microscopy has been reported.  

We have now studied the exciton dynamics and the dichroic optical properties of w.t. and mu-

tant chlorosomes of Ch. tepidum.  Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy has been used for 

characterizing the exciton dynamics. Linear dichroism (LD) and anisotropic circular dichroism 

(ACD) spectroscopy - a novel technique that has not yet been applied to study chlorosomes - 

were used for characterizing their dichroic properties. We correlate these data with the known 

structure of the chlorosomes.  
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P-9. Husimi walks in molecular parks 
Omri Buchman, and Roi Baer 
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Jerusalem, Israel 

Classical MD simulations of low temperature processes require an initial distribution in phase 

space. Even at zero temperature there is a distribution to consider because of the Heisenberg 

uncertainty principle and the initial quantum wave-function. For high temperatures, classical 

dynamics coupled with a thermostat usually produces a classical Boltzmann distribution implic-

itly. But, at low temperature the classical distribution becomes a delta-function in phase space, 

defying Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.  

For many chemical systems, room temperature is “low temperature” and in such systems, con-

taining many degrees of freedom, it is a serious challenge to correctly sample the initial posi-

tion-momentum distribution of the underlying quantum wave function.  

We have developed and efficient method for constructing a Husimi distribution corresponding 

to the ground state of a large system. Briefly, this method based on 3 steps:  

1. Building a collection of random “walkers” with positions distributed according the GS 

wave function. This step uses the Diffusion Monte Carlo  (DMC) algorithm 

2. Transforming this distribution into an analytical many-body wave function by smooth-

ing the walker positions.  

3. Plugging the analytical wave function into the Husimi distribution formula.   

Once we have an expression for the Husimi distribution, we sample it by a Metropolis algorithm 

to generate an ensemble of initial points in phase space for the system.  

We test our method on one and two dimensional harmonic and Morse potentials with different 

parameters.  We manage to control the level of accuracy by tuning the DMC parameters relative 

to the smoothing parameter.  
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P-10. Exciton dynamics in self-assembled porphyrin 

nanotubes 
Anna Stradomska and Jasper Knoester 
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lands 

Tubular aggregates of organic dyes, such as those formed upon self-assembly of  TPPS4 porphy-

rin, mimic the structure of chlorosomes - the photosynthetic antenna systems of green bacteria. 

They exhibit effective excitation energy transport as well as unique linear and nonlinear optical 

properties. Therefore they are of fundamental interest as a model for understanding the photo-

physical processes occurring in natural light harvesting complexes, and as systems to study the 

nature and dynamics of excited states in molecular assemblies of low dimensionality. Potential 

applications for optoelectronics, energy transport, and artificial light harvesting make them at-

tractive from the practical perspective. 

 
 

Figure 1. Structure of the monomer and the aggregate of TPPS4. 

In this contribution we present new results on theoretical modeling of the excited state dynam-

ics in single-walled nanotubes of TPPS4 porphyrin (see Figure 1). Our method takes into ac-

count all the relevant interactions operative in molecular assemblies, namely (i) the intermolec-

ular resonance interactions, (ii) intermediate-strength linear coupling of electronic excitations 

to high-frequency intramolecular vibrations, (iii) the influence of the static disorder, and (iv) the 

interactions with the continuum degrees of freedom in the environment (the thermal bath). We 

combine the two-particle approximation for the description of the intermediate-strength vi-

bronic coupling with Monte Carlo simulations of the static disorder and Pauli master equation 

treatment of the scattering of exciton- polarons on the acoustic phonons in the environment. 

This new approach properly accounts for the contributions to the linewidths arising from both 

the static disorder (inhomogeneity) and dephasing (relaxation). We apply it to model absorp-

tion and linear dichroism spectra of the self-assembled porphyrin nanotubes. We find a good 

agreement with experimental data which opens a possibility for future studies of the ultrafast 

excited state dynamics and exciton diffusion in the tubular aggregates of TPPS4. 
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Many important electronic processes, such as electron transfer, energy transfer, quenching of 

electronic excitation and radiationless transitions inherently involve the breakdown of the 

Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation. To describe these processes accurately one has to take 

into account the non-adiabatic coupling between BO potential energy surfaces. Since the early 

1970s, a wide variety of methods have been developed that generalize the classical trajectory 

motion of nuclei to include electronically nonadiabatic processes, the most popular of these be-

ing Ehrenfest dynamics and surface hopping. We present a novel trajectory method for treating 

quantum transitions with classical trajectories, with a simple derivation from the Schrödinger 

equation. Each trajectory evolves on a single surface according to Newton's laws but with com-

plex positions and momenta. The trajectories affect their counterparts on the other surface(s) 

via the difference in their complex phase. The method leads to different trajectory dynamics on 

the different surfaces (non-Ehrenfest dynamics). It allows not only the calculation of asymptotic 

probabilities, but also the reconstruction of the time-dependent wavepacket. We present results 

for the three benchmark systems introduced by Tully, where there is generally excellent agree-

ment of the method with exact quantum calculations. The method is also applicable to ultrafast 

optical spectroscopy. In contrast with most classical-based methods, the present approach is 

applicable in both the weak field and strong field regimes and automatically takes into account 

the amplitude as well as the phase of the excitation pulse. We present results for two model sys-

tems, one with a dissociative excited state and one with a bound excited state, where we show 

that the interference of wavepackets is described accurately.  
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A molecular junction, weakly coupled to source and drain (SD) electrodes using polyacetylene 

strands is proposed, allowing a properly placed gate electrode to have two distinct control func-

tions: in addition to the “traditional” Coulomb blockade gating role, where conductance levels 

are shifted continuously into/out of resonance with the Fermi level of the SD electrodes, the 

gate also acts as an on/off switch for an intra-molecular electron-transfer event within the junc-

tion. Charge transfer involves interplay between charging energies and exciton binding energy 

effects. The stability and electronic structure of the junction is studied in detail using a recently 

developed density functional theory (DFT). Using the DFT results we assemble a 2QD Hubbard 

model, containing on-site repulsion, gate field and exciton binding energy terms. The non-

equilibrium many-body transport problem is described for this system using the Redfield mas-

ter-equations approximation. 
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Third-order 2D and fifth-order 3D optical spectroscopy has given us valuable insights on the 

dynamics of molecules. In our work, experimental demonstrations and theoretical explanations 

are provided for a thorough understanding of the various phase cycling schemes in an optical 

pulse shaper assisted two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES) in a pump-probe beam 

geometry [1]. We show that two and three-step phase cycling schemes can be used to retrieve 

both rephasing and nonrephasing 2D spectra. We also demonstrate a method to measure purely 

absorptive fifth-order 3D electronic spectrum based on the same experimental setup used for 

2DES [2]. The 3D spectra are measured as a function of two independently controlled popula-

tion times. With phase cycling and data processing, purely absorptive 3D spectra are obtained. 

Both studies were performed on the Qy transition of chlorophyll a. 
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on solar cell parameters as illustrated in the 
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Interfaces, particularly the interface between a Donor (D) and Acceptor (A) material, play an 

important role in determining the photovoltaic parameters, if a hetero-interface is used in a so-

lar cell. It is mostly agreed in organic PV that the energetics at the interfaces i.e., the ionization 

potential of (D) and the electron affinity of (A) determine the  open-circuit voltage (Voc) and 

short circuit current density (Jsc) of the solar cell. However, there are other factors that can also 

play a crucial role in determining the Voc and Jsc of a cell. In order to look for other parameters 

that could influence solar cell parameters, we fabricated a model hybrid solar cell, where a crys-

talline 6-H SiC, is used as acceptor and pentacene as donor. The interface between SiC and pen-

tacene was modified by introduction of alkyl siloxane monolayers of different chain lengths. No 

significant change was found in the surface potential, and, thus, in the surface dipole, of the sur-

face that resulted after MM formation, but a gradual change in static water contact angle, was 

observed. The Voc of the solar cell improves with increasing chain length, even though the Do-

nor and Acceptor entities remain the same. The increase in Voc can be attributed to a combined 

effect of reduced recombination, due to the increased separation of D and A, and a decrease in 

the density of gap states. The latter results from an increase in long-range ordering in penta-

cene, which is due to the change in MMs, as the ordering and surface energy in MMs changes 

with chain length. The increase in Voc is accompanied by an increase in Jsc. The increment in Jsc 

reflects this increase in order as trap-assisted recombination at short circuit is suppressed in a 

more ordered system. This model system illustrates the role of ordering in charge separation 

and recombination. 
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The photochemistry of the hydrogen-bonded pyridine-water complex has been investigated 

with ab initio computational methods. Vertical excitation energies, excited-state reaction paths 

for proton transfer as well as structures and energies of conical intersections and reaction bar-

riers have been determined with multi-configuration self-consistent-field and multi-reference 

perturbation methods, as well as with single-reference coupled-cluster and propagator meth-

ods. In the pyridine-water complex, the energies of two charge-separated excited states of 1nπ* 

and 1ππ* character are connected to the energies of the locally excited 1nπ* and 1ππ* states of 

the pyridine chromophore via a low energy barrier. The charge-separated excited states are 

strongly stabilized by the transfer of a proton from water to pyridine. The energies of the result-

ing biradical states intersect the potential-energy surface of the closed-shell ground state as a 

function of the proton-transfer coordinate. The resulting radical pair may dissociate to yield 

pyridinium and hydroxyl radicals. The photochemistry of the hypervalent pyridinium radical 

has been explored with the same computational methods. It has been found that a low-lying dis-

sociative 2πσ* excited state exists in pyridinium, which can lead to the photodetachment of the 

hydrogen atom. Overall, the H2O molecule can thus be dissociated into H• and OH• radicals by 

the absorption of two ultraviolet photons. The relevance of these results for solar water split-

ting and solar carbon dioxide reduction are discussed. 

 

 

 


